
Fixes in Finale 2011a
Display

 Switching layers when lyric attachment lines are showing no longer leaves hidden staff line artifacts.
 The Page Counter text box no longer allows non-numeric characters to be entered.
 There is no longer extra space between the notehead and stem for stem-up notes at 100% zoom.
 The divider line in the Launch Window can no longer be selected.
 When no parts are defined, “Generate Parts” now appears in the Document menu instead of “No 

Parts Defined.”
 Changes to multimeasure rest settings in Document Options-Multimeasure Rests are now applied 

without needing to switch views.

Edit menu
 Choosing “Clear Selected Items” no longer enables “Use Filter.”

Expressions
 Changes made to the Expression Assignment dialog box in a part will no longer cause the 

expression to only display in that part.
 Expressions no longer become assigned to every staff when generating parts in files created before 

Finale 2009.
 Horizontal and vertical offsets are now cleared in parts if an expression is using a Score List.
 Duplicate expressions no longer appear if horizontal and vertical offsets have been altered in the 

Expression Assignment dialog box for an expression with a mixed Score List.
 Clearing positioning changes for expressions is no longer dependent on the Score List configuration.
 Ctrl+up arrow for selected expressions now works properly (copies selected expression(s) to staff 

above).

FinaleScript
 The Close and Save button is now consistent between Mac and Windows.
 FinaleScript’s Text Search and Replace feature now behaves like Finale’s Text Search and Replace 

feature (only changing the specified type of text).

Fonts
 Æ, Ø, Œ, ¡, ¿, and other characters have been added to the Broadway Copyist Text Extended font.

Graphics
 File names in “Missing Graphics” boxes no longer exceed 12 points.

Human Playback
 Custom sharp, flat, and natural Smart Line Trills are now interpreted correctly.
 Swing playback with Garritan instruments and Human Playback now works properly.
 Closing or saving while Human Playback Preferences is open no longer creates duplicate HP 

Preferences.

Lyrics
 The cursor position for lyrics in scaled staves has been corrected.
 Problems viewing the Font menu in the Category Designer for extracted parts have been resolved. 
 The Specify Current Lyric dialog box no longer allows selection of Verse 0.
 Type Into Score used with Hard Hyphens in the Lyrics Window can no longer result in out-of-order 

lyrics.
 The Type Into Score cursor no longer remains in the old location when adjusting the alignment 

arrows. 
 Applying Note Spacing in a linked part without lyrics no longer results in missing word extensions or 

hyphens.
 Word extensions across systems can now be extended into measures of rest if there are no more 

notes in the staff.
 Switching documents when lyrics are selected can no longer change lyrics to the Maestro font.
 Tool Tips have been added to the Lyrics Window icons.

Measure Numbers
 The View Percentage no longer affects the drawing of staff lines in the Measure Number dialog box. 

Multimeasure Rests
 Slash Notation in Layer 4 is no longer ignored when creating Multimeasure rests.

MusicXML (5.5.0.0)



 Drag-and-drop opening for compressed MusicXML files is now supported. 
 Capo chords with simplified spelling no longer cause the entire file export to fail in some situations.
 Invalid ending measure numbers in Finale slurs no longer cause the entire file export to fail.
 Text in the Times font is exported more accurately when incorrectly labeled as a symbol font within 

the Finale file.
 Lyric font defaults are exported more accurately when the Finale file has only one type of lyric (e.g. 

verse, chorus, section).
 System breaks are imported more accurately from PhotoScore MusicXML files.
 Top staff only measure numbering is exported more accurately for piano/vocal music with a piano 

introduction.

Opening
 File > New From Template now always opens the “Templates” folder specified in Program Options-

Folders.
 Data Check now runs by default when opening files.

Page Layout
 Moving measures to a page out of view can no longer hang Finale.
 Old files with optimization that did not convert correctly in Finale 2011 now do.
 Problems dragging systems in some files have been resolved.
 Dragging the top staff of a system can no longer result in a non-zero “Distance From Top of Previous 

Staff” value.

Playback
 A typo in the title bar of the Aria Player has been fixed.

Plug-ins
 Global Staff Attributes: The Global Staff Attributes plug-in now supports the new Finale 2011 Staff 

Attributes updates including Force Hide Staff and items in the Items to Display section.
 Vertical Collision Remover: Now fixes collisions with chords.

Printing
 Entering an incorrect page range no longer blanks out the number of copies.
 The Print dialog box now respects all radio button settings.

Repeats
 Alternative text added to repeat endings can now be removed.
 New 1st/2nd ending repeats now appear on the top staff only.
 Deleting a repeat no longer changes Repeat metatool assignments.
 Metatools in the repeat Selection dialog box no longer respond to the zoom level.

Scanning
 Improved scanning with Canon LiDE series scanners.

Shape Designer
 Cursor problems in the Shape Designer window have been resolved.

Staves
 A "Distance from Previous Staff" value can now be added that places the staff beneath the original 

subsequent staff position (as subsequent staves move down uniformly).
 The "Distance Between Staves" value now appears as soon as a staff handle is clicked.
 A Preview button in the Staff Usage dialog box now allows changes to be viewed immediately in the 

score.
 Dragging the top staff in documents containing only one staff system per page now adjusts systems 

out of view correctly. 
 Note Shape Staff Styles no longer revert to Replace…On Scale Degree.
 Deleting the top staff without repositioning can no longer cause dragging restrictions that allow 

staves to become out of order.


Text
 Copying text blocks between documents using a font other than the default font can no longer crash 

Finale.

Ties
 Ties across barlines now attach correctly when slash notation exists in the following measure.
 All tied notes that have been flipped enharmonically now transpose.
 It is no longer possible for an accidental to appear on an end tie note.


